
Reading K4 Race Report – Sunday 1st October 2017 
  
The Reading K4 Race is an aptly named race, taking place on the Thames, using 
the numerous racing K4’s Reading Canoe club have at their lovely large club house. 
There are 2 K4 races that Reading host each year (one in spring and other in later 
summer). 
  
The races are split by the total div rankings of each boat; 
Race A - 10km for div 4-11 
Race B - 7.5km for div 12-19 
Race C - 7.5km for div 20-27 
Race D & Rocket - 5Km for div 28+ 
  
Cambridge had 3 boats entered one in race D (Steffi, Will, Emily & Maria) and two in 
race B (Lucia, Oli, Rodrigo & Pete C – Tristian, Piran, Andy P & Rob), due to the 
large entry for race B this was split into two races, race B1 and B2, where 
Cambridge had a boat in each race. 
 
Race D 
 
With Steffi, Will, Emily and Maria looking confident and stable in their Commander 
K4 during their brief practice warm up, it was looking good considering they had not 
really paddled with each other before today. As they swung round to join the others 
on the start line, there was some commotion from the Reading starters who were 
frantically trying to confirm the course route. With some nervous looks on the 
competitors faces, as this new information was absorbed everyone gently paddled 
up to the start line. Cambridge was close to the middle of the river to the left of the 
pack. Not the ideal position, as you start against the flow of the Thames. 

 
With “Attention… Go!” called, it quickly became obvious that Cambridge was a 
strong crew pushing ahead and edging in front of those around. Coming back past 



the clubhouse on their first lap one K4 was clearly in the lead, but hot on their tail 
was Cambridge leading another couple K4’s. They looked strong and determined to 
keep their 2nd place. Pushing on with fantastic timing, they appeared just as 
confident as during their warm up where they were taking it easier. Unfortunately 
Cambridge didn’t manage to catch the Southampton crew who were in the lead for 
most of the race. Cambridge finished in a comfortable 2nd place with a time of 23m 
25s. 

 
 
Race B1 
 
With the number of entries and the limited supply of unstable K4’s, Reading operated 
a lucky dip draw to determine which K4 each crew is allocated. Rodrigo took on this 
mighty responsibility, with everyone wanting one of the faster Kobra’s. Fortune was 
shining on Rodrigo as it was revealed K11 (the slip of paper Rodrigo drew) was 
indeed a Kobra. Shortly afterwards it was established the race was no longer 7.5km 
as advertised, instead the course was to consist of two laps, the full 10km course. 
 
When setting up the K4, the rudder and tiller bar were checked and double checked, 
along with each of the seats and footrest, annoyingly there was only one pullbar 
located on the foot rest of position 4 and concern was raise that that other K4’s might 
have a competitive edge, with pullbars located on each footrest. As Luci, Oli, Rodrigo 
and Pete C checking that they could fit it the K4 (Pete C found it to be a very tight 
squeeze, even at the back in position 4) the inaugural test paddle was underway. 
With a stead rhythm everyone was feeling comfortable and stable. A couple practice 
starts took place, quickly followed by discussions over stroke rate and how this 
couldn’t be too high. Just before the start Oli jumped out of the boat at the request of 
Lucia to double check the steering, concerns over slack rudder wires were quickly 
put at bay and noticing the competition lining up for the start Cambridge joined the 
others taking a similar position in the middle of the river as Cambridge did during 
Race D. 



 

 
 
In typical starting style, there was minimal warning, with a loud “Go!” being shouted 
from the bank and the race was on. Unlike Cambridge during race D, starting in the 
middle of the river did not allow Cambridge to take the lead, with some clashing of 
paddles during the traditional jostling for position Cambridge was close to the back of 
the pack. Approaching the first turn all the K4’s were tightly packed together. 
Fortunately for Cambridge being located on the far left of the pack had its distinct 
advantages for a counter clockwise turn around the buoy. Following a tight turn, 
Cambridge was now in 4th place and chasing down the lead pack. With the 
competition clinging on to the tail wash, not quite managing to get the side wash, 
Cambridge pushed on closing the gap. At the beginning of the second lap 
Cambridge had all but caught the 3 other K4’s in front and managed to complete the 
diamond formation. This allowed a brief rest that was over all too quickly. With the 
lead group realising Cambridge was in an ideal position to keep pace, while applying 
minimal effort. The formation quickly broke apart with the K4 on the left pushing 
ahead to take the lead. With the 3rd turn approaching and Cambridge behind and 
slightly to the left of the lead K4, disaster struck. One of the other K4’s had T-boned 
the lead K4 on their right side as they steered left and the K4 in front steered right 
attempting to take a wider turn. Miraculously Cambridge avoided all carnage. 
Maintaining their speed and taking a tight turn. Cambridge was now in first place and 
pressed their lead as fast and as hard as they could, leaving the other K4’s behind to 
navigate themselves around the buoy however best they saw fit. Now paddling as 
hard and as fast as they were able, Cambridge blitzed ahead. All the while being 
chased by 3 K4’s in tight formation trying their best to put the mishap behind them.  
 
As Cambridge approached the fourth and final turn, heading directly towards them 
was a river cruise boat. In a collective decision, where no words were uttered, the 
stroke rate was upped and the power increased. The K4 surged onwards cutting in 



front of the river cruise boat to make the final turn. With no more turns, it was now a 
race to the finish. The chasing pack of 3 K4’s was forced to turn behind the river 
cruise boat, as they were that bit further behind. After passing the island they had 
just navigated around, the 3 K4’s clung to the left hand side of the river, while 
Cambridge kept to the right. Approaching the finish line any reserve power was 
taped, Cambridge clearly did not want to come second let alone third or perish the 
thought, fourth. Crossing the finish line to cheering supporters, Cambridge had kept 
their lead finishing in 40m 07s and took 1st place. 
  
Race B2 
 
The day before the race a substitution to the crew was found, thankfully Piran had 
persuaded Tristan Turner to join Rob, Andy P and himself. Once the start list was 
published, on paper it appeared that Cambridge stood a very good chance of 
winning. A lucky dip draw was also needed to select their K4, Piran stepped forward 
drawing a Commander (twice) until Rob had had enough and managed to draw a 
Kobra. Finally content with their selection, they proceeded to check out the K4, 
assessing for anything that could slow them down. Rob had chosen well, selecting a 
K4 with pull bars on every foot rest and lovely wooden platform seats. Unfortunately 
their K4 was being used in the B1 race, so had to wait for its conclusion before they 
could set it up and go for a quick practice where they looked strong and confident, 
exactly as predicted. 
 
As they lined up for the start Tristan had managed to secure the ideal position, on 
the right-hand side, directly next to the bank. As all boats edged closer and perhaps 
even over the start line, a rather timid “Go” could be heard from the starters. It 
seemed no one knew if this was the actual start, or a keen supporter. But within a 
second or two a collective decision had been made by all crews. They were now 
racing. Right away Tristan’s key positioning paid off and Cambridge was in the lead. 
Approaching the buoy, Cambridge found themselves on the outside of the turn, but 
with some expert steering from Tristan they managing a tight turn for their position. 
As Cambridge came out of the turn, they were somewhere mid field, with others 
having achieved a tighter or wider manoeuvre. After some quick acceleration they 
quickly caught those in the lead. Cambridge were part of a leading group of 3 K4’s 
as they powering passed the club. During the start of the second lap the 3 lead K4’s 
were still tightly together. Knowing the course, Cambridge achieved an even tighter 
turn round the buoy forcing the competition to go wide. It wasn’t until they were 
passing the club house for the third time the lead group had separated. One K4 was 
now on the right of the river close to the bank, while the other 2 K4’s hugged the left 
bank. A decisive move from Cambridge, being the boat furthest to the left. This was 
all to prevent the competition from sneaking behind an around them to secure the 
ideal position on the far left of the river for the final turn. After keeping hold of their 
position, the final turn was text book. The finish line was now in front of them. The 3 
K4’s once again regrouped in V formation. So far, the race had been neck and neck. 
With the 3 K4’s having constantly battled for the lead, it now came down to an all-out 
sprint to the finish. Cambridge were in the middle and having lead for more of the 
race than the others, were only just leading. Nothing was left to loose, all 3 crews 
dug deep, paddling as hard as they could, everyone wanted to win this race. The 
difference between 1stand 3rd place wouldn’t be a measured in seconds, but 
milliseconds. With less than 50 meters to go the K4 on the left edged ever so slightly 



ahead of Cambridge, having maximised their wash they were now in the lead and 
Cambridge was second. Minimal space was given for the other K4 to sneak further 
along Cambridge’s right-hand side. Giving everything they could Cambridge pushed 
on to prevent the other K4 from over taking, while trying to regain those valuable 
centimetres of the now leading K4. Somehow in the last few meters the K4 on the 
right found the speed they needed to just pip Cambridge across the line. It was a 
close race with the 3 K4’s constantly battling for 1st place. Cambridge finished in 
3rd place with a time of 40m 32s. 

 
 
Results 
 
Race Paddlers Position Time 
Race D Stefanie Reiss, Emily Waters, William Kerslake, 

Anna Maria Fischer 
2nd  23:25 

Race B1 Lucia Valle, Oliver North, Rodrigo Hortal, Pete 
Clarke 

1st 40:07 

Race B2 Tristian Turner, Piran Shelley, Andy Payne, Rob 
Smith 

3rd  40:32 
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